Neuromuscular fatigue and time motion analysis during a table tennis competition.
This study aimed to determine the neuromuscular fatigue (central versus peripheral mechanisms) as well as the game characteristics and physical demand induced by a simulated table tennis competition. Fourteen national table tennis players participated in this study, in which neuromuscular tests (i.e., maximal voluntary contractions, voluntary activation and twitch properties of the knee extensor muscles) were performed before and immediately after four games of five sets of table tennis to assess both the magnitude of fatigue and its origin. The game characteristics and the physical demand of the players (low-, moderate- and high-intensity actions) were identified using time motion analysis methodology. A significant decrease (-12.5±9.0%) of force was observed at the end of the competition. Voluntary activation significantly decreased at the end of the competition, from 89.4±3.5% to 81.6±7.3%. Electrical and contractile properties were also significantly reduced after the first game (approximately 15% for both the potentiated doublet and M-wave amplitude) and did not decrease thereafter. Moreover, low and moderate actions represented an important portion (84.3±4.7%) of the actions performed by the players, whereas high intensity actions represented 15.7±4.7%. This study demonstrated that a simulated table tennis competition induced significant fatigue due to central and peripheral alterations. Our study also demonstrated that a large proportion of the actions performed by the players during table tennis can be considered low to moderate intensity actions.